Working from home
– Top Tips
Many of you are finding yourself working from home now
for the very first time and this can be daunting.
Rocester Diocese pulled together some online tips as well
as some tips from colleagues who do this regularly.
I hope you find them useful!

Prepare to ‘Start work’
Whilst its really tempting to stay in your PJ’s all day (and there is a place for
that!), it is also really important to create the routine of getting ready to
start work, it helps to prepare you mentally and physically for the day
ahead.
Have a shower and get dressed – feeling refreshed and in your clothes for
the day will set the right frame of mind. It will also avoid appearing at your
zoom meeting sporting the ‘just out of bed’ look!
Replicate the work ‘commute’ - go for a short walk before you start to get
some fresh air and (hopefully) sunshine. Take your travel mug of tea or
coffee. If self-isolating, maybe just take your mug of tea into the garden for
15 minutes before you start.

Establish
boundaries

You have set working
hours and therefore
its important to try
and stick to them
where possible, to set
clear boundaries for
yourself on work time
and home time.

Stick to a start time
and a finish time

Set up a designated
workspace, if this is
your dining room
table, clear it away at
the end of the day so
you are not looking at
it in the evening,
tempted to log on

Be fair to yourself –
you are at home it will
be strange and tricky
to get used to in the
beginning so if you
need to take a bit
more time to adjust,
that’s ok

Establish
boundaries

For some colleagues they will have a
lot of additional work because of
the current challenges and working
situation – everyone needs to take
care in setting clear boundaries and
to manage expectations on how
quickly things can get done
Some will find they have less to do
not being in the office, perhaps use
the time for some personal
development – there are free online
courses available for Excel,
PowerPoint etc.

If there are other people in the house ,where
possible, find a space where you're not likely to
be disturbed

Establish
boundaries

Don’t overcompensate – Many people can be
tempted to over communicate when working
from home - either wanting to 'be seen', or
making sure people know what they are doing.
That's fine - but it doesn’t necessarily make you
more productive

Please consider the HSE guidance when setting
up your workspace, find out more information
here: https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg36.pdf

Give
yourself
a break

Working from home shouldn't mean that
you don’t take a proper lunch break away
from your workspace. This gives your mind a
rest by physically removing yourself from
work. It can also give you fresh perspective
when you return to work after lunch. This
could mean:
• Taking a walk at lunch time (if not selfisolating or is possible to do so without
contact)
• Eat your lunch in the garden

• Spend half an hour weeding the
garden or hanging your
washing out (hurry up sun!)

• If you can’t or don’t want to go out at
lunch time – watch a TV programme for
an hour

Give
yourself
a break

• Don’t stay glued to your screen all day. It's
important to take regular screen breaks
and get up from your desk and move
around just as you would in an office;
research has also found that short breaks
throughout the day are more beneficial
than less frequent, longer breaks.
• Take some exercise, or just get up and
stretch!

Stay
Connected
If you're working from home, the chances are you'll
be alone, so you won't get distracted by colleagues'
conversations and other office noise, but this can be
very isolating and lonely
• Pick up the phone and have conversation, rather
than relying on email
• If you have a colleague you work closely with or
usually sits across from, call them to check in daily
• Use Zoom for one to one catch ups or meetings,
so you get to see your colleagues faces too
• Have some background noise – There are
numerous apps which provide outdoor
background sounds if that’s your thing, or have
the radio on, the BBC sounds app is good if you’d
rather just music without the chatter

Mental Health
What is going on at the moment is unprecedented and while dealing with
the practical challenges of working in a new way, many people will be
anxious about everything that is going on.

• Don’t watch too much news, we all need to stay informed, but once you
know what you feel you need to know, switch off, particularly close to
bedtime
• Spend periods of time off of social media – There is a lot of positive
content on social media right now, there is also a lot of opinion,
catastrophising and conspiracies, so if you are on social media, look at
following accounts producing helpful content and unfollow or mute
those that make you anxious
• Do what you enjoy doing that relaxes you, whether it be reading,
exercise, meditation or prayer
• Treat yourself – A new kindle book, a boxset on
Amazon prime, Netflix subscription, chocolate, flowers!

